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In full colour and written specifically for the AQA Level 3 Certificate in
Mathematical Studies, this book provides plenty of worked examples, practice
questions and practice exam papers. Set in engaging contexts relevant to a wide
range of other post-16 subjects, AQA Mathematical Studies is also supported by
online teacher notes.
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE
Geography B specification, this brand new course is written to match the
demands of the specification. As well as providing thorough and rigorous
coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage students in their learning
and to motivate them to progress.
AQA Level 2 Certificate in Further MathematicsAQA Certificate in Further
MathematicsHodder Education
A comprehensive series of bespoke resources developed for the 2017 AS/A
Level Mathematics specifications. Written for the AQA A Level Mathematics
specification for first teaching from 2017, this print Student Book covers the
content for the second year of A Level. It balances accessible exposition with a
wealth of worked examples, exercises and opportunities to test and consolidate
learning, providing a clear and structured pathway for progressing through the
course. It is underpinned by a strong pedagogical approach, with an emphasis on
skills development and the synoptic nature of the course. Includes answers to aid
independent study.
Developed for the AQA Specification, revised for the new National Curriculum
and the new GCSE specifications. The Teacher File contains detailed support
and guidance on advanced planning, points of emphasis, key words, notes for
the non-specialist, useful supplementary ideas and homework sheets.
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA
Level: GCSE Subject: Mathematics First teaching: September 2015 First exams:
June 2017 AQA GCSE Maths, Foundation Student Book has been approved by
AQA and specially written by a team of maths experts for the Foundation tier of
AQA's 2015 GCSE specification. Designed to fully support the new style of
assessment, the book adopts a clear style to focus on delivering exam success
via the careful development of fluency and problem solving practice. Powered by
MyMaths the book links directly to the ever popular web site offering students a
further source of appropriate support.
These resources have been created for the Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level
Additional Mathematics syllabuses (0606/4037), for first examination from 2020.
The Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Additional Mathematics Practice Book
works alongside the coursebook to provide students with extra materials so they
can practise the required syllabus skills. The exercises have further worked
examples to help students approach the questions within. Answers are provided
in the back of the book.
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Exam board: Cambridge Assessment International Education Level: A-level Subject:
Mathematics First teaching: September 2018 First exams: Summer 2020 Endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education to provide full support for Paper 4 of the
syllabus for examination from 2020. Take mathematical understanding to the next level with
this accessible series, written by experienced authors, examiners and teachers. - Improve
confidence as a mathematician with clear explanations, worked examples, diverse activities
and engaging discussion points. - Advance problem-solving, interpretation and communication
skills through a wealth of questions that promote higher-order thinking. - Prepare for further
study or life beyond the classroom by applying mathematics to other subjects and modelling
real-world situations. - Reinforce learning with opportunities for digital practice via links to the
Mathematics in Education and Industry's (MEI) Integral platform in the eTextbooks.* *To have
full access to the eTextbooks and Integral resources you must be subscribed to both Dynamic
Learning and Integral. To trial our eTextbooks and/or subscribe to Dynamic Learning, visit:
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamic-learning; to view samples of the Integral resources
and/or subscribe to Integral, visit integralmaths.org/international Please note that the Integral
resources have not been through the Cambridge International endorsement process. This
book covers the syllabus content for Further Probability and Statistics, including continuous
random variables, inference using normal and t-distributions, chi-squared tests, non-parametric
tests and probability generating functions. About the series: Four separate textbooks ensure
full coverage of the latest Cambridge International AS & A Level Further Mathematics syllabus
(9231). Student and Whiteboard eTextbook editions are also available. Further Pure
Mathematics 1: Student Textbook (ISBN 9781510421783), Student eTextbook (ISBN
9781510422025), Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN 9781510422032) Further Pure Mathematics 2:
Student Textbook (ISBN 9781510421790), Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510422063),
Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN 9781510422070) Further Mechanics: Student Textbook (ISBN
9781510421806), Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510422100), Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN
9781510422117) Further Probability & Statistics: Student Textbook (ISBN 9781510421813),
Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510422148), Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN 9781510422155)
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics
qualifications. Written for the AQA GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first
teaching from 2015, our Homework Book is an ideal companion to the AQA Foundation tier
Student Book and can be used as a standalone resource. With exercises that correspond to
each section of the Student Book, it offers a wealth of additional questions for practice and
consolidation. Our Homework Books contain a breadth and depth of questions covering a
variety of skills, including problem-solving and mathematical reasoning, as well as extensive
drill questions. Answers to all questions are available free on the Cambridge University Press
UK Schools website.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level & Subject: GCSE Maths First teaching: September 2015 First
exams: June 2017 Endorsed by Edexcel
These little books are specially designed for children to practise blending sounds together to
make words. Each book provides a series of words and short phrases (following the Letters
and Sounds Phases and Sets) for children to practise sounding and blending. This pack
contains 1 copy of all 14 titles, covering Phases 2 to 4.
An expert dual approach - with David Rayner injecting his well-known rigour and exact match
to the Cambridge IGCSE(R) (0607) specification, plus IB Maths specialist Jim Fensom
incorporating the enrichment and IB-focus needed for success in future IB study. The resource
is fully up-to-date and matched to the latest Cambridge syllabus. It provides thorough exam
support with a practice-based approach and plenty of worked examples to reinforce
understanding. Free online access to resources focused on building assessment confidence,
with revision help and a whole suite of past exam papers. This resource offers just the right
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amount of rigour for Cambridge IGCSE International Mathematics and is specially tailored for
IB preparation, with integrated graphics calculator guidance providing invaluable support. A
solid foundation which will sufficiently challenge students to hit the ground running in IB Maths.
The only textbook that offers complete coverage of the Oxford AQA International GCSE
Mathematics Core Level specification (9260), for first teaching in September 2016. Written by
experienced authors, the clear, international approach ensures strong mathematical
understanding and provides exam-focused practice to build assessment confidence. This
textbook helps students to develop the key mathematical, reasoning and problem solving skills
needed for the Oxford AQA International GCSE Mathematics Core Level exam, with extensive
opportunities for practice and model answers.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics
qualifications. Endorsed for the Edexcel GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first
teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full coverage of the new GCSE Mathematics
qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and fluency,
it helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and
communicate mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth
and depth of quality questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an
enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as well as a
free Teacher's Resource, Problem-solving Books and Homework Books.
Written by a team of leading sociology authors, this Year 1 textbook is approved by AQA for
the 2015 AS and A-level Sociology specification. - Feel confident that the content for their
course is covered in a clear and accessible way. - Develop their knowledge and understanding
with up-to-date features on key topics - Strengthen their learning and revision with plenty of
practice and extension questions - Develop sociological skills with practical activities
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics
qualifications. Endorsed for the OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for
first teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full coverage of the new GCSE
Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning
and fluency, it helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason,
interpret and communicate mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a
solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics
Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as
well as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's Resource.
Cambridge International AS & A Level Further Mathematics supports students following the
9231 syllabus. This single coursebook comprehensively covers all four modules of the syllabus
and helps support students in their studies and develops their mathematical skills. Authored by
experienced teachers of Further Mathematics, the coursebook provides detailed explanations
and clear worked examples with practice exercises and exam-style questions. Answers are at
the back of the book.
This is a new edition of an existing textbook, with updated content for the 2006 syllabus. It is
designed to be a student main text, and contains all you need to pass the IGCSE Extended
exam.
Motivates and challenges more able students by providing more complex introductions, worked
examples and exercises for all topics. This specification is ideal for students to prepare for A
level mathematics. A range of algebraic and geometric topics are covered and it provides an
introduction to Matrices and Calculus. Written by experienced teachers, this book: - Offers
complete support for students throughout the course as it is an exact match to this new
specification - Includes an introduction to each topic followed by worked examples with
commentaries - Provides plenty of practice with hundreds of questions
Our A level Mathematics Pure Year 2 Practice Book is a brand-new addition to the market
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leading and most-trusted resources for Pearson Edexcel AS and A level Mathematics, to help
you get exam-ready. Coverage: The practice workbooks cover all Pure, Statistics and
Mechanics topics, reflecting the style of questions seen in the summer 2018 exams. Quantity:
The most A level question practice available, with over 2000 extra questions per book. Practice
at the right pace: Start with the essentials, build your skills with various practice questions to
make connections between topics, then apply this to exam-style questions at the end of each
chapter. Get exam-ready with confidence: Differentiated questions including 'Bronze, Silver,
Gold' in each chapter, and a mixed problem-solving section for each book, will guide and help
you to develop the skills you need for your exams. Designed to be used flexibly, the practice
books are fully mapped to the scheme of work and textbooks so you can use them seamlessly
in and out of the classroom and all year round. Use them lesson by lesson, topic by topic, for
homework, revision and more - the choice is yours. Great value practice materials that are
cheaper than photocopying, saves more time than independently sourcing questions and
answers, and are all in one place.
Approved by AQA, this Student Book offers full support for A Level Maths (2017 specification),
across pure, mechanics and statistics. Bridging units at the start of each Year 1 chapter
provide the ideal springboard from GCSE, with extensive examples and exercises throughout.
Supports AQA's new 2018 Large data set (car data).
New 2017 Cambridge A Level Maths and Further Maths resources to help students with
learning and revision. Written for the AQA AS/A Level Further Mathematics specifications for
first teaching from 2017, this print Student Book covers the compulsory content for AS and the
first year of A Level. It balances accessible exposition with a wealth of worked examples,
exercises and opportunities to test and consolidate learning, providing a clear and structured
pathway for progressing through the course. It is underpinned by a strong pedagogical
approach, with an emphasis on skills development and the synoptic nature of the course.
Includes answers to aid independent study. This book has entered an AQA approval process.
This Student Book provides full support for the second year of AQA's new specification.
Covering both the compulsory content (further pure) and all the optional content (mechanics,
statistics and discrete maths), it offers dedicated problem-solving exercises, along with
abundant worked examples.
Pure Mathematics for Advanced Level, Second Edition is written to meet the needs of the
student studying for the General Certificate of Education at Advanced Level. The text is
organized into 22 chapters. Chapters 1-5 cover topics in algebra such as operations with real
numbers, the binomial theorem, and the quadratic function and the quadratic equation. The
principles, methods and techniques in calculus, trigonometry, and co-ordinate geometry are
provided as well. Two new chapters have been added: Numerical Methods and Vectors.
Mathematics students will find this book extremely useful.
In full colour and written specifically for the AQA Level 3 Certificate in Mathematical Studies,
this book provides plenty of worked examples, practice questions and practice exam papers.
Set in engaging contexts relevant to a wide range of other post-16 subjects, AQA Mathematical
Studies is also supported by free online teacher notes.
Ensure students are fully prepared for A-Level Maths with this revised second edition, fully
updated to bridge the GCSE Maths 9-1 and A-level 2017 specifications. Written by an
experienced A-Level author who is a practising A-Level teacher, this fully updated edition is an
ideal resource to be used in the classroom or for independent study. Similar in structure to
Collins Maths revision guides, the Bridging GCSE and A-level Maths Student Book is split into
an explanation section and a practice section.* Identify and understand the transition from
GCSE to AS and A-level Maths with 'What you should already know’ objectives and 'What you
will learn’ objectives at the start of each topic* Get a head start on your AS/A-level Maths with
introductions to key pure maths topics for all exam boards (AQA, OCR and Edexcel)* Boost
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your understanding with worked examples which include extra guidance in the form of 'Handy
hint’, 'Checkpoint’, 'A-level Alert!’ and 'Common error’ boxes* Reinforce and build on your
maths to fully prepare you for AS level/A-level with worked examples and plenty of practice
questions from Grades 7-9 at GCSE Level extending to AS standard* Think and draw on
different areas of maths with investigations at the end of some topics* Check your progress
with answers to Maths practice questions at the back of the book* Test your understanding of
the maths you’ve covered with the practice exam paper
The only textbook that fully supports the Oxford AQA International GCSE Mathematics
Extended Level specification (9260), for first teaching in September 2016. Written by
experienced authors, the clear, international approach ensures strong mathematical
understanding, preparing students for their exams and supporting their further studies.
Group theory is one of the most fundamental branches of mathematics. This highly accessible
volume of the Encyclopaedia is devoted to two important subjects within this theory. Extremely
useful to all mathematicians, physicists and other scientists, including graduate students who
use group theory in their work.

A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE
Mathematics qualifications. Approved by AQA and created specifically for the
GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this
Student Book covers the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong
focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and fluency, it helps
students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason,
interpret and communicate mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it
also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a variety of
contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating
progression tracking - is also available, as well as Problem-solving Books,
Homework Books and a free Teacher's Resource.
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA
Level: GCSE Subject: Mathematics First teaching: September 2015 First exams:
June 2017 AQA GCSE Maths, Higher Student Book has been approved by AQA
and specially written by a team of maths experts for the Higher tier of AQA's 2015
GCSE specification. Designed to fully support the new style of assessment, the
book adopts a clear style to focus on delivering exam success via the careful
development of fluency and problem solving practice. Powered by MyMaths the
book links directly to the ever popular web site offering students a further source
of appropriate support.
Providing complete coverage of the 2009 Edexcel IGCSE maths specification,
this engaging work makes the information accessible for every student. It
contains exam practice throughout, with revision questions and practice exam
questions.
Aimed at Level 2 maths work and suitable to support the AQA Level 2 Certificate
in Further Mathematics. Guide students through higher level maths work with this
handy practice book, featuring short topic explanations, worked examples and
loads of graded practice exercises that will stretch and challenge.
UK schools pay just 50% of the RRP! Discount automatically applied when
ordering on your school account.Straightforward, visual, accessible: Oxford
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Revise AQA GCSE Maths offers no-fuss Revision Guides and Workbooks. Every
topic is covered on a single page, providing a simple pick-up-and-go solution.
Perfect for GCSE Maths students everywhere.
These resources have been created for the Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level
Additional Mathematics syllabuses (0606/4037), for first examination from 2020.
This coursebook gives clear explanations of new mathematical concepts followed
by exercises. This allows students to practise the skills required and gain the
confidence to apply them. Classroom discussion exercises and extra challenge
questions have been designed to deepen students' understanding and stimulate
interest in Mathematics. Answers to coursebook questions are in the back of the
book.
Prepare for the AQA Certificate in Further Mathematics with the revised edition of
Collins Further Maths Practice Book. Fully updated to include answers at the
back, this book is perfect for revision for final exams with plenty of graded
practice, worked examples and exam-style questions. Perfect for top GCSE
grade students who want extra stretch and challenge and who are likely to
progress to A-level Maths and Further Maths. Cover all the content and skills
required for the AQA Certificate in Further Maths with the close specification
match Tackle advanced concepts and topics like Calculus and Matrices without
having to wait until AS Level Prepare for the exam with hundreds of graded
practice questions including A* with distinction Revise for the exam with problemsolving and exam-style questions for each topic Understand key concepts with
clear explanations, detailed worked examples and hints and tips for each topic
Check the answers at the back of the book
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